
Good night. 
Good day.
Discover the world of healthy sleep.

Product overview
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Intro

Many people still underestimate the 
effects of sleep deprivation on their 
health. At night, our body is busy 
fighting inflammation, initiating re-
generation processes and processing 
the experiences of the day. If you like, 
sleep is the most important protective 
shield against illness of any kind. It 
is essential for the well-being of our 
psyche, as long as we do not disturb 
our body in this work. The wrong 
mattress, an uncomfortable pillow, a 
duvet that is too warm or too thin or a 
squeaky bed are just a few examples 
that can jeopardise deep, continuous 
and high-quality sleep. Circumstances 
that many people resign themselves 
from  too quickly and completely for-
get what it means to fall asleep, sleep 
through the night and sleep soundly. 
We are convinced that sleep must be 
given a higher priority again and that 
sustainably produced, naturally trea-
ted products not only benefit the en-
vironment, but also have a profoundly 
positive effect on people’s sleep and 
well-being.

For the love 
of nature  
and health
Anyone who says «Sleep well!» must also 
say «in your Hüsler Nest». Because anyone 
who has long believed that a restful  
night’s sleep only requires a simple bed 
frame and mattress will find out with  
Hüsler Nest what it means to fall asleep, 
sleep through the night and sleep soundly.

Quality

 + 10-year Liforma full guarantee

 + Metal-free

 + ECO-certified and LGA tested

 + 360° advice from trained partners

Natural materials

 + High-quality materials

 + Pollutant-free

 + High sleep hygiene

 + Easy to clean materials

 + 100 % natural latex mattresses: elastic and durable

 + 100 % natural 

 + Sustainable relaxation for body and mind

Flexible products

 + Adapts to the sleeping person regardless  
of weight, height and build.

 + Customised settings – a bed that adapts  
to your physical needs!

 + Individually replaceable elements

Why Hüsler Nest?

The unique natural bed that grows  
with the challenges of life.
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Sleeping system versionsSleeping system versions

Liforma «Original» – with simple logic  
to a unique solution. 
In this version, all four components of the Hüsler 
Nest sleeping system are separated from each 
other: Overlay, natural latex mattress, Liforma 
spring unit and frame insert. This design, redu-
ced to the essentials, has proven its worth for 
over 40 years. You have a choice of different 
frame inserts, mattresses and overlays.

Hüsler Nest 
sleeping system 
versions
The centrepiece of all Hüsler Nest natural 
beds is the unique Liforma spring unit.  
It distributes the pressure evenly over the 
entire lying surface. This means that it 
adapts to every person and body, regardless 
of size and weight.

1 Overlay
«Climate-regulating element»

3 Liforma spring unit
«Supporting element»

2 Natural latex mattress
«Softening element»

Frame insert 
«Load-bearing element»
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«Original»

especially easy to clean

«DeLuxe»

perfect finish

«Designa»

for the box spring look

Liforma «DeLuxe» –   
where aesthetics  
and functionality  
come together.
The «DeLuxe» version is ba-
sed on the traditional Liforma 
«Original» sleeping system. 
The difference is that in the 
«DeLuxe» version, the overlay 
and mattress form a single unit 
together with a cover. The two 
elements are joined together 
with a zip and can therefore 
be easily separated for clea-
ning or ventilation. This means 
that the «DeLuxe» not only has 
visual advantages.

Durability down to  
the last detail

 + fits every bedstead

 + 10-year full warranty  
on Liforma

 + all elements individually  
replaceable

Natural  
materials

 + certified quality

 + free from toxins

 + breathable

 + easy to clean

Adjusting to  
your body

 + irrespective of your  
size and weigh

 + ergonomically perfect

 + individual adjustments  
possible

Liforma «Designa» – a  
modern compact solution 
for frameless beds.
The «Designa» version is cha-
racterised by its modern style. 
This system gives the bed a box 
spring look and is ideal for fra-
meless beds in particular. The 
structure is identical to that of 
the Liforma «Original», but the 
Liforma spring unit, mattress 
and overlay are combined in a 
single cover. The integrated co-
conut bamboo panel ensures 
stability and the perfect look. 
The overlay is also connected 
to the mattress cover by a zip 
and can be easily detached for 
maintenance.

Scan, scroll & discover  
the Liforma sleeping system
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Frame insertsFrame inserts

The frame insert is the supporting element in 
the structure of Hüsler Nest sleeping systems. 
It provides the stability and base for the flexible 
Liforma spring unit to work perfectly. The motor-
ised frame insert offers maximum comfort for 
different body zones. With a simple push of a 
button using a wireless hand-held transmitter, 
the mattress base can be easily adjusted to 
bring the upper and/or lower body into a com-
fortable and relaxing position that meets your 
personal needs. 

Frame insert with adjustable backrest or 

adjustable back- and leg rests

Frame insert  

with 1 motor

Frame insert  

with 2 motors

Frame insert  

with 2 motors Plus

Frame insert  

with 4 motors

Frame insert fixed

Basic frame

Frame inserts: 
with or  
without motor
Sleep flexibly, wake up refreshed.  
When movement and sleep become  
a challenge, an adjustable  
bed can make all the difference.

Discover frame inserts

The motorised frame inserts offer infinitely 
variable elevation of the upper body and legs, 
allowing the respective areas to be adjusted in-
dependently of each other. The automatic frame 
insert is available with one, two or four motors. 
With the 4-motor model, the head, back, upper 
and lower leg areas can be adjusted separately. 
The 4-motor frame, which is even equipped with 
an aisle light, is simply worth its weight in gold, 
especially for reading or watching films. 
The models equipped with two motors allow the 
seat and leg area to be adjusted. The 2-motor 
Plus version is available with an additional bend 
in the lumbar region. The two and four-motor 
models offer the option of saving two popular 
positions as favourites. 
The frame insert with 1 motor is equipped with 
a wired remote control for raising the upper 
body. The variant is also available as a retrofit 
model for the fixed and adjustable backrest 
frame insert model. 
In addition to the motorised construction, all 
frames are made of 100 % natural, solid beech, 
aspen and alder wood, ensuring optimum bre-
athability and enormous stability.
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MattressesMattresses

Natural latex mattress 2Flex 
10 cm and 13 cm

 > 100 % natural latex milk from  
sustainable cultivation

 > Manufactured using the high-quality  
Talalay process

 > Two degrees of firmness (soft, medium): The 
hardnesses can be selected by turning

 > Suitable for people who sleep on their  
sides and are sensitive to pressure

 > High point elasticity

 > High air permeability

 > Durable and resistant

 > LGA durability test, 100 out  
of 100 points achieved

As you make 
your bed,  
so you lie in it.
Mattresses play a major role within  
the Hüsler Nest systems, especially when 
it comes to cosiness, nest feeling and 
comfort. You can find out which mattress 
suits you best during a detailed  
consultation with your Hüsler Nest  
partner. Trained staff and the  
opportunity to try out your favourite 
sleeping position will help you  
choose from the wide range on offer.

Natural latex mattress Honey
13 cm

 > 100 % natural latex milk from  
sustainable cultivation (FSC)

 > Manufactured using the proven  
Dunlop process

 > Two degrees of firmness (soft, medium): The 
hardnesses can be selected by turning

 > Suitable for abdominal sleepers and side 
sleepers who want to lie firmly

 > High surface elasticity

 > Soft with firm resistance at the same time

 > High air permeability

 > Durable and resistant

 > LGA durability test, 99 out  
of 100 points achieved

 > With topper suitable for  
conventional slatted frames

Buying guide for mattresses

Natural latex mattress Firm
13 cm

 > 100 % natural latex milk from  
sustainable cultivation

 > Manufactured using the high-quality  
Talalay process

 > Very firm mattress core with  
a degree of firmness

 > Suitable for abdominal sleepers  
and people who prefer a high level  
of firmness when sleeping

 > High point elasticity

 > High air permeability

 > Durable and resistant

 > LGA durability test, 100 out  
of 100 points achieved

 > With topper suitable for  
conventional slatted frames

The 2Flex, Firm and 
Honey mattresses  
harmonise perfectly 
with all Hüsler Nest 
sleeping systems.
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TopperMattresses

Natural latex mattress 2Flex Wave
18 cm

 > Only suitable for conventional slatted frames

 > Only available in the DeLuxe version

 > 100 % natural latex milk from sustainable cultivation

 > Manufactured using the high-quality Talalay process

 > Two degrees of firmness (soft, medium):  
Hardness can be selected by turning

 > Five-zone wave structure with shoulder  
drop for optimum comfort

 > Suitable for people who sleep on their sides  
and are sensitive to pressure

 > High point elasticity

 > High air permeability

 > Durable and resistant

 > LGA durability test, 100 out of 100 points achieved

Why is the Hüsler Nest overlay  
separate from the mattress?
Our overlays lie on top of the mattress but are separated from it.  
They ensure that the temperature in your bed does not cool down  
and that moisture is quickly wicked away. This means you sleep  
in dry conditions all night long.

Another plus: the overlay can be easily removed for airing,  
maintained and replaced later.

Topper Original / DeLuxe / Designa
3 cm

 > 100 % natural latex milk from  
sustainable cultivation

 > Manufactured using the high-quality  
Talalay process

 > Simple raising of the mattress by 3 cm

 > Increase in sleeping comfort

 > Body tissue and veins are protected  
from pressure points

 > Particularly suitable for pressure-sensitive 
people, e.g. rheumatism

 > LGA durability test, 100 out  
of 100 points achieved 

Topper Original

 > Topper cover tricot in 100 % cotton  
with a zip

 > Topper is placed on the mattress 

Topper DeLuxe / Designa

 > Topper is integrated into the overlay

 > Topper cover with zip made of 100 % cotton

 > Topper and mattress cover are  
connected with a zip

 > Material of the overlay:  
virgin sheep’s wool or cotton-linen
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OverlaysOverlays

Original overlays
Cotton

 > High-quality molleton alternative

 > Cover made of fine-thread satin  
made of 100 % cotton

 > Filling with 100 % natural cotton

 > Attached to the mattress with  
elasticated bands at the corners

 > Optimum air permeability

 > Very easy to maintain

 > Cotton washable (95 °C)

 > Suitable for allergy sufferers

 > Also suitable for DeLuxe and Designa

DeLuxe / Designa overlays
Virgin sheep’s wool, cotton-linen

 > Overlay for the unique nest feeling

 > High-quality natural materials

 > Attachment to the mattress cover  
with zip fastener

 > Optimum air permeability

 > Easy to maintain

 > Virgin sheep’s wool is self-cleaning

 > Cotton-linen washable (gentle cycle 40 °C)

«DeLuxe» & «Designa» 

virgin sheep’s wool or cotton-linen

«Original» cotton

«Original» cotton-linen

«Original» virgin sheep’s wool

Original overlays
Virgin sheep’s wool, cotton-linen

 > Overlay for the unique nest feeling

 > High-quality natural materials

 > Two filling quantities available for virgin sheep’s wool

 > Attached to the mattress with elastic bands at the corners

 > Optimum air permeability

 > Very easy to care for

 > Virgin sheep’s wool is self-cleaning

 > Cotton-linen washable (gentle cycle 40 °C)

Overlays: 
comfort and  
temperature regulating
The Hüsler Nest overlays ensure that your  
skin stays dry by quickly releasing moisture  
from perspiration into the environment. 
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DuvetsDuvets

Virgin sheep’s wool / tricot
Breathable and perfect if you sweat at night. 
The duvet absorbs over 30 % of the moisture 
and releases it into the air.

 > 100 % Swiss virgin sheep›s wool

 > Perfect nest feeling

 > Very permeable to air

 > Suitable for people who are sweating  
profusely and who feel too hot in bed

 > Self-cleaning

Virgin sheep’s wool / satin
Pamper your skin with this fine duvet. The 
tightly woven satin fabric optimally retains the 
warmth of the virgin sheep’s wool. 

 > Cuddly soft

 > Suitable for people with  
a normal sensitivity to heat

 > Self-cleaning

Virgin sheep’s wool tricot

Virgin sheep’s wool satin

Camel hair satin

Cotton-linen satin

Alpaca batiste

Duvets: 
more than  
just a source  
of warmth
Wrapping yourself in a duvet can feel like  
a huge hug – if you have the right one.  
Made exclusively from sustainable materials,  
our duvets warm body and soul. They are  
available in two different warmth levels and  
can be freely combined with each other  
using the practical connection called «loopies».

Camel hair / satin
Thanks to the camel hair fluff, 
you will sleep like a thousand 
and one nights. This duvet is 
cooler in summer and slightly 
warmer in winter.

 > Luxurious comfort 

 > Noble and light

 > Perfect for switching  
from down to wool

 > Self-cleaning

Alpaca wool / batiste
Feather-light feel, yet warm 
and dry. Perfect for switching 
from down to wool. Cover 
made of fine cotton batiste.

 > More warmth  
with less weight

 > Pure Swiss alpaca and 
virgin sheep’s wool

 > Self-cleaning

Cotton-linen / satin
A purely plant-based duvet 

– that’s possible. It is dirt-repel-
lent and antibacterial, and also 
reliably neutralises odours.

 > Allergy-friendly

 > Vegan

 > Washable  
(gentle cycle 60 °C)

Our duvets compared
This categorisation is based on guide values. Individual perceptions may differ.
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PillowsPillows

VIS pillow case
Virgin sheep’s wool tricot

 > Breathable and moisture-regulating

 > Self-cleaning

 > Cover made from 100 % cotton

 > Filling with 100 % virgin sheep’s wool

Pillows: 
maximum lying comfort
Thanks to the variable inner system (VIS),  
our pillows offer you what you always need:  
a good night’s sleep. Our pillows are made  
exclusively from natural, breathable materials.  

VIS pillow case
Cotton-linen satin

 > Washable (gentle cycle 60 °C)

 > Allergy friendly

 > Cover made of 100 % finest cotton satin

 > Filling with 60 % cotton,  
40 % finest Belgian linen

VIS fillings
In addition to two different cases, you can 
choose from six different fillings. The different 
fillings can be freely combined with each other. 
So you will always find the perfect pillow.

 > 100 % virgin sheep’s wool

 > 100 % virgin sheep’s wool  
with stone pine shavings

 > 60 % cotton, 40 % linen

 > 100 % natural latex as moulded core

Other fillings

This filling in the cotton tricot cover has a prac-
tical zip. This allows the filling quantity to be 
adjusted to personal requirements.

 > 100 % natural wool balls

 > 100 % latex sticks

Pillow case virgin sheep’s wool tricot

Pillow case cotton-linen satin

Virgin sheep’s wool filling

Virgin sheep’s wool stone pine filling

Cotton-linen filling

Natural latex moulded core filling

Fluffy ball filling Latex stick filling
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Pillows

Hüsler neck support pillows:  
Ergonomically perfectly designed
You can customise the two neck support pillows 
to suit your condition, mood and physique: for 
a regenerating sleep like on cloud nine.

Neck support pillow
Virgin sheep’s wool

This neck support pillow adapts perfectly to the 
shape of your head thanks to its two chambers. 
The smaller chamber is firmer, the larger one is 
softer. The moisture-regulating characteristics 
of the wool prevent your head from sweating. If 
the pillow is too hard or too soft, you can remove 
or add wool balls as required thanks to the zip. 

 > Pillow case made from 100 % cotton

 > Filled with wool balls made from  
100 % virgin sheep’s wool

Neck support pillow
Natural latex

This ergonomically shaped neck support pillow 
with a high-quality core made of 100 % natural 
latex adapts perfectly to your needs thanks to 
its wave shape. It can be individually adjusted 
in height thanks to an additional integrated 3 
cm high insert.

 > Pillow case made from 100 % cotton tricot

 > Filling with 100 % Talalay natural latex, ergo-
nomically moulded

Neck support pillow  

virgin sheep’s wool 

Neck support pillow  

natural latex

Buying guide pillow selection



With this in mind:
Sleep well!

Our trained sleep consultants are looking  
forward to your visit and 

will be happy to help you with your choice.

Visit our showroom!
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